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Financial Law, Wealth Management and the “Labuan 
Paradox”

“Today I found out first hand 
how much Chinese are looking 
to avoid taxes.” – Simon Black
Labuan Offshore Securities 
Industry Act of 1998 (Act. 579)
Doesn’t attract much capital
Doesn’t make many 
millionnaires
Three questions: How does law 
affect --

finding wealthy clients
making them wealthy
giving them what they want

What do we know about wealth creation?



Who and Where are the Wealthy?
Wealth increasing at 
different rates in different 
places (duh!)

levels and rates of change
numbers of high net worth 
individuals (HNWIs)
numbers of ultra-high net 
worth individuals

We don’t actually know why
Y≠ f(K,N,L,α)
$ ≠ stocks + smarts
institutions (whatever that 
is)
wealth management?

Does the stuff associated with wealth management actually help generate this weath ?



The Wealth Management Industry 
Wealth management and private 
banking fast growing segment

assets 
careers (eFinCareer)

Assets Under Management drives 
industry

amount of client wealth
number of wealthy prospects

Creates wealth for more than 
wealthy

transactions fees, trusts
“institutions” pivotal role
EMs as new opportunity

Wealth management industry (and lawyers) will go to emerging markets



What Do We Know About EM?
Asset allocation has 
different effects in OECD 
and EMs
Other WM services 
(insurance, bequesting) 
under-developed

Wealth management makes far less wealth in EMs



Something different about EMs
Rule of law affects wealth 
more than other factors
Types of wealth

levels, growth, distribution 
(top 1%, 10%, etc.)

Other variables
equity market, population, 
GDP, debt, etc. 

The something different relates to 
financial law –

 

though may not
be securities and banking law

Not financial law – but “fabric” of law – differs in EMs



Law Probably Drives WM more than 
Asset Allocation?

Asset allocation having 
changing effect on making 
more wealthy people more 
wealthy
Law likely driving asset 
allocation (and its returns)
How Do We Know?
Cross country differences 

investors prefer some 
jurisdictions
rates of return on equity 
and FI do NOT explain 
market entry



Something Different About OECD

Membership in the OECD has large
effects on wealth –

 

far more than most
other variables predict. Wealth from 
development markets prefers the OECD
(UK, Switzerland, and NYC). Probably
due to law. Why not LA? or Brighton?
May not be banking/securities law. 

OECD has good financial law – why cant it be copied?



Best-in-class law doesn’t make an IFC 
Under-developed financial 
markets often correspond 
with under-dev. securities 
and banking law 
Yet, top 10 IFCs often not 
those with “engineered”
bank/sec law

“incentive compatible” banking & sec laws necessary but not sufficient condition  



Effects of Banking and Securities Law?
OECD

reduces fragility of wealth (wealthy were rich until they weren’t)

EMs

rule of law more important
than banking or securities
law. Business environment,
people, taxes, reputation,
infrastructure and access
key. 

Can NOT create wealth by legislative fiat (eg 1998 Lubuan Act)



Solving the “Labuan Paradox”
Labuan isn’t Hong Kong 
because 

own bank and securities laws but 
rest is Malaysian law
no YWIMC mentality

wealth management fits into IFC 
eco-system

doing business, people and so 
forth

Don’t bend the spoon 
(banking/sec law), legislate on 
the stuff that makes the wealth 
WMs and PBs manage

marginal productivity
of capital

money is an “illusion”



Advice for Wealth Managers (and their 
Vassals) in EM

Focus on “lifecycle 
management” of 
wealthy rather than 
asset allocation
Encourage change 
aimed at raising MPK 
rather than secrecy or 
tax efficiency
“Rule of law” drives 
wealth more – so 
lobbying for non-
banking law can help 
banks 



What Can Legal Drafters Learn from Our 
Research? 

Legislation and the 
theory of second best
Packages of legislation 
which create exceptions 
and complexity –
particularly in common 
law system
Generates testable 
hypotheses which help 
to support reform in 
main branches of law

Distortions in contract law, 
civil law (as applied to fin.

transactions)

Highly distorted banking and securities 
law which “untwists”

 

distortions in
other branches of law
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